A maximal prime subgraph decomposition junction tree (MPD-JT) is a useful computational structure that facilitates lazy propagation in Bayesian networks (BNs). A graphical method was proposed to construct an MPD-JT from a BN. In this paper, we present a new method from a relational database (RDB) perspective which sheds light on the semantic meaning of the previously proposed graphical algorithm.
Introduction
Bayesian networks have been widely used for reasoning with uncertainty (Pearl 1988) . Normally, a Bayesian network is transformed into a junction tree on which probabilistic reasoning is conducted (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 1988; Huang & Darwiche 1996) . Various attempts have been made to improve the efficiency of probabilistic reasoning, for instance, the lazy propagation method (Madsen & Jensen 1998) .
Very recently, it was proposed to transform a Bayesian network not into a junction tree, but into a maximal prime subgraph decomposition junction tree (MPD-JT) on which the lazy propagation can be greatly facilitated. A graphical algorithm has been developed to construct the MPD-JT (Olesen & Madsen 2002) .
On the other hand, it has long been noted that there exists an intriguing relationship between BNs and RDBs (Wen 1991) such that many problems in BNs can be considered as similar problems in RDBs (Wong, Wu, & Butz 2002; . In this paper, we suggest a new algorithm for constructing an MPD-JT from a RDB perspective after carefully examining the graphical algorithm in (Olesen & Madsen 2002) . By investigating the conditional independencies (CIs) encoded in an MPD-JT, we show that constructing an MPD-JT from a BN is equivalent to obtaining a conflict free set of CIs encoded in the BN. This new perspective makes it possible to apply a well-developed algorithm for constructing an acyclic database scheme in RDBs to constructing an MPD-JT in BNs. This new method sheds light on the semantic meaning of the graphical method in (Olesen Copyright c 2005 , American Association for Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. & Madsen 2002 ) and further confirms the strong relationship between BNs and RDBs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review pertinent background. In Section 3, we discuss the relationship between BNs and RDBs which serves as the basis for the new proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we present the proposed new method and discuss its complexity. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
Background Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian network (BN) defined over a set V = {A i | i = 1, . . . , n} of finite discrete variables is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) denoted D, augmented with a set of conditional probability distributions (CPDs). Each vertex in D corresponds one-to-one to a variable in V (we thus use the terms vertex, node, and variable interchangeably). The parents of a node
The DAG of a BN encodes CIs satisfied by the JPD p(V ). We use the notation Y ⇒⇒ X|Z, where X, Y , and Z are disjoint subsets of V , to denote that given Y , X and Z are conditionally independent (Pearl 1988) 
Junction Trees
The DAG of a BN is normally transformed into a junction tree for probabilistic reasoning. The transformation consists of two graphical operations, namely, moralization and triangulation (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 1988) . The moralized graph of a DAG D, denoted M D , is an undirected graph obtained by connecting every pair of nodes with a common child which are not already connected in D and then dropping the directionality of all directed edges. M D is then triangulated by adding a chord, called fill-in edge, to every cycle whose length is greater than three. A triangulation is minimal if removal of any fill-in edge will result in an untriangulated graph. The resulting triangulated graph is denoted T D . A junction tree, written as T , is constructed by identifying all the cliques (i.e., maximal complete subgraphs) of T D and arranging them as nodes of a tree to sat- isfy the running intersection property (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 1988) , which requires that every clique C on the path between two cliques C and C in T contains C ∩ C . Note that multiple junction trees may be produced from T D on the arrangements of the cliques, satisfying the running intersection property. If cliques C and C are connected by an edge in T , this edge is labelled with C ∩ C . The set S T = {C ∩ C | there is an edge between C and C } is called the separator set of T , each element in S is called a separator of T .
Example 1 Consider the "Asia" BN (Lauritzen & Spiegelhalter 1988 ) whose DAG D is in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 (ii) were added during moralization. The fill-in edge (L, B), dotted in Fig. 1 (iii) , was added during triangulation. There are 6 cliques in the triangulated graph T D and they have been arranged as a junction tree T in Fig. 1 (iv). Note that in Fig. 1 (iv) , the oval represents a clique identified from T D , the square box represents a separator in S T .
MPD Junction Trees
Very recently, it was suggested to transform a BN not into a junction tree, but into an MPD-JT to facilitate lazy propagation (Olesen & Madsen 2002 ). Before we introduce MPD-JT, the following pertinent graph terminologies are needed. We use G(V ) (or G) to denote an undirected graph consisting of a finite set V of vertices.
is not a decomposition anymore. 1 We use (Ai, Aj) to denote a directed edge in a DAG.
Note that each separator in S T (i.e., the separator set of junction tree T ) is a minimal complete separator of the triangulated graph from which the junction tree T is constructed.
Definition 3 An undirected graph is a prime graph if it has no complete separator. If G is a subgraph of G and G is also a prime graph, then G is a prime subgraph of
Definition 4 (Olesen & Madsen 2002) Let G be an undirected graph, its mp-subgraph decomposition (MPD) is the set of induced mp-subgraphs of G. A MPD junction tree (MPD-JT) of G is a junction tree whose nodes are the mpsubgraphs of G.
Definition 5 Consider a BN with its DAG D, its MPD is the set of induced mp-subgraphs of the moralized graph M D (Olesen & Madsen 2002) . A MPD-JT of the BN is a junction tree whose nodes are the mp-subgraphs of Example 2 Consider the moralized graph M D of the "Asia" BN in Fig. 2 (i) . M D induces 5 mp-subgraphs as shown in Fig. 2 (ii). An MPD-JT of the "Asia" BN can be constructed by arranging these 5 mp-subgraphs to satisfy the running intersection property as shown in Fig. 2 
(iii).

Junction Trees and Hypertrees
The notion of junction tree has a close tie with the notion of hypertree which is widely used in RDBs (Maier 1983) .
Definition 6 A hypergraph is a pair (N , H) , where N is a finite set of vertices and H is a set of hyperedges which are arbitrary subsets of N (Shafer 1991) , that is,
We usually use H to denote the hypergraph (N , H).
Definition 7
We say that a hyperedge h i in a hypergraph H is a twig if there exists another hyperedge
We call any such h j a branch for the twig h i .
The notions of twig and branch capture the scenario that the intersection of a hyperedge, namely, the twig, with the rest of the hypergraph is contained by a single hyperedge, namely, the branch. Definition 8 A hypergraph H is a hypertree (Shafer 1991) Note that for a given hypertree, there might exist multiple tree construction orderings; for a given tree construction ordering, there might exist multiple choices of branching functions (Shafer 1991) .
Given a tree construction ordering h 1 , h 2 , ..., h n for a hypertree H and a branching function j(i) for this ordering, we can construct a set denoted S H whose elements are the intersections of the twigs and their respective branches, i.e.,
is the same for any tree construction ordering of a given hypertree (Shafer 1991) and we call S H the separator set of H. Note also that for any hypertree H, there is a unique corresponding triangulated undirected graph denoted G H which has the same nodes as H and whose edges are constructed by connecting every two nodes that belongs to the same hyperedge of H. On the other hand, for any triangulated graph G, its cliques, being considered as hyperedges, constitute a unique hypertree denoted H G (Maier 1983) . In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between triangulated undirected graphs and hypertrees.
Since a hypertree corresponds to a triangulated undirected graph and a triangulated undirected graph may produce multiple junction trees, it is not surprising that given a hypertree, there exists a set of junction trees each of which corresponds to a particular tree construction ordering and a branching function (Shafer 1991) . This property implies that hypertrees are more versatile than junction trees. It is also trivial to see that given a junction tree T , there always exists a unique corresponding hypertree representation denoted H T whose hyperedges are the cliques in the junction tree. Therefore, we will treat a junction tree T as if it is a hypertree H T whenever appropriate. Furthermore, the separator set S H of the hypertree H T is exactly the same as the separator set S T of the junction tree T , and both separator sets correspond exactly to the minimal complete separators of the triangulated graph G H T . Therefore, a junction tree in essence is a hypertree (with a particular tree constructing ordering and branching function) and the problem of constructing junction trees can be considered as a more general problem of constructing hypertrees. Figure 3 (i). It can be easily verified that the tree construction ordering, h 1 = AC, h 2 = CDF, h 3 = DEF, h 4 = F H, h 5 = BDE, h 6 = EF G, together with the branching function j(2) = 1, j(3) = 2, j(4) = 2, j(5) = 3, j(6) = 3, defines the junction tree in Figure 3 (ii). The same ordering with a different branching function, namely, j(2) = 1, 2, j(4) = 3, j(5) = 3, j(6) = 3, defines a different junction tree in Figure 3 (iii). Consider a different tree construction ordering, i.e., h 1 = AC, h 2 = CDF, h 3 = DEF, h 4 = BDE, h 5 = EF G, h 6 = F H, together with the branching function j(2) = 1, j(3) = 2, j(4) = 3, j(5) = 3, j(6) = 5, it defines the junction tree in Figure  3 (iv). It can also be easily verified that the separator sets of those junction trees in Figure 3 (ii), (iii), and (iv) are not only the same, but also identical to the separator set of the hypertree H in Figure 3 (i).
Example 3 Consider the hypertree H in
j(3) = F E F G D E F B D E F H C D F DE C D F A C C F D EF A C H F (i) F H F C F D EF DE F E G B D A C E F G D EF DE E F G D E F B D E F D E F B D E F H C D F A C C (iv) (ii) (ii)
BNs and RDBs
It has been noticed that there exists a strong relationship between BNs and RDBs. There are two previously obtained results that contribute to the new proposed algorithm. (1) The relationship between full CIs and MVDs. (2) Constructing an acyclic database scheme. Let R be a finite set of symbols, called attributes. We define a database scheme R = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R n } to be a set of subsets of R, where R = R 1 ∪ . . . ∪ R n . Each R i in R is a relation scheme. A relation defined over a scheme R i is denoted r[R i ]. A database scheme R can be treated as if it is a hypergraph each of whose hyperedges is one of the relation schemes in R. On the other hand, for a hypergraph, we can treat each of its hyperedge as a relation scheme and all its hyperedges constitute a database scheme. A database scheme R is acyclic if its corresponding hypergraph is acyclic (Maier 1983) .
Multivalued Dependence (MVD) is an important class of data dependence that has been intensively studied in RDBs.
Definition 10 A relation r[R] is said to satisfy the (full) multivalued dependency (MVD) (Maier 1983) Definition 12 A set M of (full) MVDs defined over a set R of attributes is conflict free (Maier 1983 ) if (i) the keys of M are not split by any MVD in M , and (ii) M satisfies the intersection property (Maier 1983) , that is, if ZY →→ X|W and ZW →→ X|Y are in M , then Z →→ X|Y W ∈ M , where XY ZW = R .
Recently, a thorough study (Wong, Butz, & Wu 2000) has revealed that MVDs and full CIs, even though in different domains, correspond exactly to each other such that their implication problems coincide. This coincidence implies that the notions of keys and split can be carried over to full CIs so that we can define conflict free for full CIs in the exact same fashion as we did for MVDs.
Definition 13 (Wong, Butz, & Wu 2000) A set C of full CIs defined over a set V of variables is conflict free if (i) the keys of C are not split by any CI in C, and (ii) C satisfies the intersection property, that is, if ZY ⇒⇒ X|W and
The significance of conflict free MVDs is that they can be used to construct an acyclic database scheme (a hypertree) (Maier 1983 ). An efficient algorithm (Lien 1982) , referred to as Lien-Algorithm-MVDs in this paper, has been developed to construct a unique hypertree H from a set of conflict free MVDs.
The New Relational Database Method
In this section, we will present a new method for constructing the MPD-JT of a BN motivated by the CI information encoded in the MPD-JT. We first briefly review the existing graphical algorithm in (Olesen & Madsen 2002) , referred to as Olesen-Madsen-MPD-JT, using an example. The observations revealed by the examination motivate the development of the new method.
The Olesen-Madsen-MPD-JT algorithm takes a DAG as input, moralizes and triangulates it. The algorithm then removes any redundant fill-in edges so that a minimal triangulation is obtained and a normal junction tree is constructed. After that, it checks each separator of the resulting junction tree to decide whether it needs to aggregate the incidental cliques connected by the separator.
Consider the "Asia" BN in Example 1. After constructing the junction tree T , the algorithm picks a junction tree separator S ∈ S T and tests whether S induces a complete
is not a complete subgraph, then the incidental cliques of S, say, C and C in the junction tree T , will be aggregated to obtain a bigger node which is the union of C and C . For instance, when testing the separator BL ∈ S T in Figure 1 (iv), it can be verified that the subgraph induced by nodes B and L is not a complete subgraph of M D because B and L are not connected in the moralized graph M D as shown in Figure 1 (ii). Since BL is connecting cliques BLS and BEL, they have to be aggregated to obtain a bigger node, i.e, BELS, to replace the cliques BLS, BEL and the separator BL, which results in Figure  2 (iii). The new structure in Figure 2 (iii) is still a junction tree though. It is important to note that after the cliques BLS and BES have been aggregated, the separator BL has been eliminated. This process repeats until all the separators in S T have been examined. It can be easily verified that all the other separators in the separator set S T induce complete subgraphs so that there are no more aggregations. Therefore, the final resulting MPD-JT after all necessary aggregations, shown in Figure 2 (iii), keeps only those separators originally in S T which induce complete subgraphs of M D . It is well known that for any junction tree, each of its separators induces a full CI satisfied by the JPD defined by the BN (Pearl 1988 ). More specifically, consider a junction tree T consisting of cliques C i , i = 1, . . . , k, with its separator set S T . If we delete a separator S ∈ S T and its incidental edges from T , T will be separated into two disconnected parts. Without loss of generality, assuming one part contains C 1 , . . ., C m , the other part contains the rest, the CI induced by S is S ⇒⇒ Recall the Lien-Algorithm-MVDs algorithm which constructs an acyclic database scheme from a conflict free set of MVDs, because of the correspondence between full CIs and MVDs, this algorithm has been carried over to the domain of BNs. In , an algorithm referred to as Lien-Algorithm-CIs in this paper, was designed to construct a unique hypertree H from a set C of conflict free full CIs 2 . Recall the fact that a junction tree has a corresponding hypertree and a junction tree can be derived from a hypertree, this turns the problem of constructing an MPD-JT into the problem of constructing a hypertree from which this MPD-JT can be derived. Furthermore, the problem of constructing a hypertree, according to the algorithm Lien-Algorithm-CIs, can be turned into the problem of obtaining a conflict free set of full CIs. We therefore propose an alternative algorithm for constructing MPD-JT.
We put our focus on how to obtain a set of conflict free full CIs that can be used to construct the hypertree that corresponds to an MPD-JT. In Example 4, we demonstrated how to obtain a set of full CIs from a junction tree. It was shown that the full CIs identified as in Example 4 are conflict free and they are responsible for constructing the hypertree that corresponds to the junction tree from which this set of full CIs is identified. In the context of MPD-JTs, if we can obtain a set of conflict free full CIs from an MPD-JT without actually constructing it in the first place, then we can use
